**Previous Pictures & Winners - One**

**Shoreline #1**

*Answer:* Pioneer Bay (Ritchie to Ruttger's). Note the road ran along the shoreline at that time (early 1900's).

*Winners:* Bobbie Keller, Chris Ruttger, Jean Parks, Wayne Kohnen, & Mark Ness

*Note:* Contrary to my hint that the picture was taken from a building that was damaged in the 1973 tornado, this picture (which was sent in by Wayne Kohnen) shows it is more likely that it was taken from the water tower. The house was originally built by AA Miller an original Bay Lake settler and businessman. The property is now owned by the Gary & Barbara Hegenes family.

**Postcard of the "Bay Lake Bridge"**

*Answer:* We don't know. This postcard was found by MaryLu Hansen amongst family possessions. It was sent by a relative who spent summers "working" at Bay Lake. The outlet to Tame Fish Lake or the inlet from Coffee Lake seem to be the most logical guesses, so that's what we're going with. Please let us know if you come up with a more definitive answer.

*Winners:* Harry Wareham, Teresa Bunger & Jean Parks
**Point #3**

**Winner:**
Tiffin Tripp

**Answer:**
Part of Nick Newgard's homestead. Current residents: Ciresi (foreground) and Marvin (background). North Bay Shore (i.e. shoreline east of Ruttger's) is in the far background.

---

**Road #1**

**Winners:**
Bobbie Keller
Gary Malek

**Answer:**
Original Highway 6 now Cottage Hill Road.

---

**Building #1**

**Winner:**
Laurie Busyn

**Answer:**

---

**School #1**

**Winner:**
Bobbie Keller

**Answer:**
Katrine School. The two ruts eventually became Highway 6 (and now Eaglewood Road).
Point #1

Winner: Randy Clementson

Answer: Devin’s Point (originally Corey Point)

Point #2

Winner: Randy Clementson

Answer: South point in the first narrows (originally part of Ed Harr farm).